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SQUALODON

FIND

AT WESTMORELAND

STATE

PARK,

VIRGINIA

In December,
Janet Gohres of Arllngton,
Virginia
found parts
of a Squalodon (shark-toothed
porpoise)
~n situ below the hightlde mark at Westmoreland
State Park.
Bill Heim of the CMM .Fossil Club happened
by and recognized
the distinctive
teeth, whereupon he urged Janet to phone the Smithsonian.
A number of
people,
including
Willie E. Bowen, Bill Jacobs,
Paul Billings,
10m Clagett
of the park staff, and amateur
collector
Larry
Boswell,
assisted
in recovering
the specimen.
After four trlps
to the site, made necessary
because
the specimen
was only exposed
for three hours each day at low tide, workers
had sent a large
plaster
jacket,
a small one, and a number of isolated
elements
to
the Smithsonian
natural
history
lab. The largest
block (four feet
by two feet) was transported
by park boat, which was hauled out of
winter storage
for the purpose,
and the excavators
barely got the
specimen
out of the water before nightfall.
Back in the lab, Fred Grady and Pete Kroehler
prepared
the
specimen.
Under all the matrix
they found over thirty teeth,
both mandibles,
parts of the skull and maxillae,
vertebrae,
ribs, a
scapula,
a humerus,
and an ulna.
Most of the teeth had fallen out of
the Jaws and were scattered
around
the skeleton,
but three teeth were
still in one mandible
and four in a
maxilla.
As a bonus, the preparers
found a second pair of porpolse
mandibles,
belonging
to L~olithax pappus~
adjacent
to the Squalodon remalns.
Several
shark teeth, including
a small
Carcharodon, and three fused skate
dermal dentlcles
were also found
Squalodon sp.
durlng excavation
and preparation.
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RECENT HAPPENINGS
TRIPS:
Jones Wharf. The temperature at 7 a.m. on December 1 was
about 35 degrees without counting the wind chill, and the incoming
tide was supposed to be one of the highest in fifty years; you
could watch it start to come in over the tops of your boots if you
stood still in the water.
Nevertheless, five hardy fossil femmes
(no males were tough enough to show) hit Jones Wharf on the Patuxent at 7:30 a.m. to fossil in the shell-laden "zones" 17 and 19
of the Choptank formation.
Betty Cridlin, Elinor Cofer, Donna
Richardson, and Mary and Gwen Novotny found loads of giant PBnope
shells with both valves sticking out of the soft sand at beach
level.
Wading in the water, they also found over thirty EcphorBe
in various states of preservation, including several with five or
more ribs.
Langley Bluff.
On December 8, Bill Shewbridge, Dave Wells, Pam and
Bob Platt, Mary and Gwen Novotny, Donna Richardson, Steve Brady,
Elinor Cofer, and Dave and Nicholas Bohaska braved more December
gloom and drizzle to hunt in the St. Mary's formation at Langley
Bluff on the Bay, courtesy of Dr. and Mrs. Fletcher P. Veitch III.
Langley Bluff is known for its St. Mary's formation mollusks and a
few crabs in concretions, but is particularly notable as one of the
few marine Pleistocene localities in the state, with oysters being
the most common Pleistocene finds. Several people found St. Mary's
gastropods and portions of crabs in concretions; Dave Bohaska,
crawling inch by inch over exposed parts of the formation, found
some bony fish vertebrae. -Dave Wells found the most interesting
specimen, the squamosal (ear area) portion of a cetothere skull.
Nick Bohaska (age 3 1/2) occupied himself in an ecologically
correct fashion by collecting styrofoam pieces.
Stratford Hall.
This field trip, scheduled for December 15, was
officially cancelled due to freezing rain.
Nevertheless, Tom and
Eric Arnold (obviously a pair of "hibernuts") braved the conditions
to hunt there and found a number of shark teeth.
Annual Smithsonian Visit.
On January 11, the Bradys (Steve and
Teresa) and the Gotsises (Pat and Melanie) alone managed to make it
through snow and rain to tour the department of paleobiology.
Steve brought a number of shark teeth for Bob Purdy's contemplation, including a tiger shark tooth with a split crown.
Such teeth
probably result from some feeding injury (e.g. biting down on a
stingray barb) which permanently alters the tooth germ in that
location and causes deformation of all subsequent teeth.
Pat
Gotsis brought a horse upper-cheek tooth he found in situ in the
Calvert Formation.
This tooth should be identifiable and useful in
correlating the local marine sediments with the non-marine deposits
of the western U.S. Pat surprised all with a manatee upper-cheek
tooth from Randle Cliff.
Since all the Miocene sirenians (the
order to which manatees belong) from the Atiantic coast are dugongs
(same order, different family), this tooth is almost certainly
Pleistocene.
Only one other Pleistocene manatee find, a fused
radius and ulna, comes from this area, though there are a few
records of Holocene manatees straying into Maryland waters.

Chancellors Point.
On Feb~ua~y 2~ Steve B~ady, Ed Landa, Pat
Gotsis, Donna Richa~dson, Dave Bohaska, and Alex Bohaska enjoyed a
beautiful day and a majo~ low-tide (out 40-50 feet f~om sho~e) at
Chancello~s P01nt.
Despite a lot of ~ecent mudslides and fallen
t~ees, which make the t1ma~ine" obstacle cou~se all that much mo~e
inte~esting, the~e we~e a fai~ numbe~ of the II zone" 24 St. Ma~y' s
Fo~mation gast~opods to be found.
Ed and Steve got a ~ep~esentative sample, including some damaged Ecphoras, some substantial
specimens of Busycon coronatum. and plenty of good Buccinofusus
shells with deco~ative ba~nacles.
Pat made the finds of the day--a
colonial pipestem and a sp1de~-crab claw.
He selflessly donated
them, as one must, to the ~esident collect10n at Chancellors.
TALKS:
On Decembe~ 6, Mike Gottf~1ed gave a lectu~e at CMM on the
state of the art in museum exhibitions of fossils.
Mike contrasted
the old-style Eu~opean displays, Wh1Ch are ~ather uninfo~mative and
~esea~ch-o~iented,
with mo~e "use~-friendly" mode~n exhibit10n
halls.
The contempo~a~y state of the art is rep~esented by the
Tyrell Museum in Alberta, which displays both skeletons and
~econstructions of the whole animal, gives the museum-goe~ clear
instructional graphics, and attempts to rec~eate the whole
environment rather than me~ely display isolated specimens.
The revamped paleo hall at CMM, due to be completed in 1993, will
inco~po~ate some of these newe~ concepts in fossil exhibition.
RESEARCH IN PROGRESS: Smithsonian Museum of Natural History.
Two Smithsonian inte~ns studied modern and fossil cetacean~ thi~
summer.
One, Sharon Messenge~ f~om San Diego State Unive~sity,
1S study1ng the evolutiona~y ~elationship of the Pl~tanisto~dea
(~ive~ dolphins) for he~ maste~s thesis.
She has been looking at
the four mode~n genera and fossil species for compa~ison, 1ncluding a number from the Chesapeake a~ea.
Anothe~, Alton Dooley
f~om the V1~ginia Museum of Natu~al Histo~y and Ca~lton College,
prepa~ed and studied a large Squalodon found 1n Virginia some
years ago.
The uncovered skull tu~ned out to be fou~ feet long.
This specimen is the best evidence fo~ a long-held suspicion that
the~e is a second species of Squalodon, la~ger than the wellknown calvertensis, occur1ng 1n the Maryland Miocene.

* * * *PERCY DOVETONSILS

PERVERTED

POETRY

FILLER*

* * *

The othe~ Saturday I overhea~d, on Ga~~ison keillo~s
new show,
anothe~ song about the ve~teb~ate "ancesto~," Amph~oxus. The song
was supposed to be one of the ~ecent efforts of a (fictional) ~ock
mus1cian from the fifties who was try1ng to make a comeback by
singing ~ock songs about (what else?) sea life.
It went something
like this (remember, I heard it only once on a ca~ rad10).
A1n't no ve~teb~ate, got no bones,
Got no ea~s, can't answe~ no phones,
Got no teeth; got no eyes;
Just swims, eats, and t~1es to metabolize
Amphioxus~
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AN EARLY CRETACEOUS

FOSSIL

LOCALITY

IN PRINCE GEORGE'S

COUNTY,

MD.

by Bob Wiest
North of College Park, along
Paint Branch. an outcrop of
the Early Cretaceous Arundel
Formation occurs where abundant lignitized plant
remains can be found of the
conIfer AI.'aucaryoxylon.
Recently, on a broadcast of
Creel' b~i+
Maryland Public TV's OutPrl.
doors Haryland featuring
dinosaur researcher Peter
Kranz, an individual is
shown finding a crocodile (Goniopholis) tooth from this locality.
If this was accurately portrayed, there is a high probability that
dinosaur material should also occur at this site.
To get to the
locality, walk upstream about 100 yards from where Metzerott Rd.
crosses Paint Branch.
The outcrop is on the right side.

* * * * *

11:17 A.M., April 15, 1975
or, One Woman"s T-Day
by Sandy Roberts
In mid-April, 1975, a cold, gale-force wind blew from the
north for days on end.
It drained marinas, scoured the beach and
cliff and drove the water from the Bay.
It was perfect fossiling
weather.
Early one morning after breakfast, with dog and
collection bag, I climbed down the endless "E" gate steps and
headed toward Parker"s Creek.
The wind had driven the water far
beyond the sand bars and it seemed that the whole of the Chesapeake floor was exposed to my searching eyes.
My bag rapidly
filled with crocodile teeth, porpoise vertebrae and ray plates.
Near the creek, about fifty feet offshore, I stopped and blinked.
There, wedged between a sandstone cobble and a beer bottle, was
the prize I had sought for over twenty years.
The "Great Tooth."
A perfect tooth, gleaming, steel blue, serrated, bl~de-like, and
over 6" long. A tooth from the jaw of Ca.rcharodon megalodon ..the
great white shark of the Miocene seas.
I didn"t pick it up.
I
didn"t touch it. Not at first.
I just knelt there alone and
gazed.
Then, as one does unconsciously at moments of birth and
death, I glanced at my watch.
11:17 a.m., April 15, 1975.
THANKS TO ALL THOSE WHO CONTRIBUTED MATERIAL TO THIS EDITION OF
THE NEWSLETTER: BOB WIEST, SANDY ROBERTS, STEVE BRADY, MIKE GOTTFRIED, DAVE BOHASKA, KATHY AND MIKE ELLWOOD, AN[j PAM OGASAWARA
(yeah, I spelled it right this time).
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~cjence. 11-l-90: Two centipedes and a trigonotarid arachnid
(whatever that is) found in upper Silurian rocks of ShropshIre.
England, are the oldest examples yet found of land anImals.
Washington Post. 11-12-80: Recent experiments with platy fISh
suggest an interesting answer to the question of how elaborate
sexual-display
traits evolve.
Scientists used to think either
that fancy traits somehow signal good genes, or that if a few
females prefer some specific trait in males, the females and the
males with the trait will evolve together.
The new experiments
suggest that, well, females just like flashy and obvious traits
such as large tails, whether or not they have ever seen the
traits before.
Perhaps this discovery will set new trends in
human male fashions (lose those grey flannel suits, guys).
From Arizona Republic 2-10-80, via Glacier (Travel._via Palomaz'
Gem 11-80, via The Rockhounder 12-80 (yes, we get it here in
southern Maryland eventually):
a one-inch, 10-million-year-old
fossil plant found ten years ago in Australia has recently (well,
relatively recently) been identified as the world s oldest
flower.
The fossil was originally thought to be a fern, until
high-resolution photography showed it had flowers a tenth of an
inch long. The specimen calls into questIon the commonly-held
theory that the earliest flowers were large and showy.
Washington Post, 12-3-90:
Robert Bakker and others from the U.
of Colorado have found two fossils in Wyoming which challenge the
"mass-catastrophe"
theory of dinosaur extinction:
a giant
cetiosaur or "whale dinosaur" rare in North America, and a
brontosaurus which probably lived a million years after the
end of the Jurassic. The two specimens imply that'the "die-offs"
at the end of the Jurassic and Cretaceous were gradual, over a
period of several million years, rather than abrupt.
Science News, 1-12-91: Scientists from the Denver and Carnegie
Museums found a small, 50-million-year-old
skull in Wyoming which
alters concepts of primate evolution.
Tarsiers and other primates
were previously believed to have separated evolutionarily about 35
million years ago, but the new tarsier-like find implies tarsiers
split off 15 million years earlier.
Washington Post. 1-18-91: Virginia Museum workers have been
finding 12-million-year-old
Miocene fossils in a Caroline County,
Virginia, rock quarry, including a couple of twenty-foot long
cetothere skeletons as well as turtle, croc, and bird remains-and 4" shark teeth.
Alas, the dig, in which "almost anywhere you
put a pick in, you get a bone," is not open to the public.
Washington Post. 1-25-81:
The recent discovery in Africa of
remains from a small "parareptile" has cau~ed new controversy over
the evolution of turtles.
Turtles have never fit into the conventional evolutionary picture because they possess distinct features
(ribs outside the shoulder girdle, no skull openings).
The new
discovery implies to some scientists that turtles may represent a
line of evolution unrelated to reptiles and birds.
..'
c..

Fossil Olympics
Whoever says tossll--hunting is too wimpy to be a sport hasn't done
much of it in Maryland.
In fact, it's time we all started to
receive recognltl0n for the physical prowess required to pursue our
favorite obsession.
I therefore propose that this year we all organize a contest including such events as the following:
The Scientists Cliffs 100-Yard Dash/Freestyle.
Contestants
llne up below a 50-foot section of cliff, and, when officials
atop the cliff dislodge a couple tons of sediment above them,
contestants run and/or SWlm straight out into the bay at top speed.
All survivors will be given medals.
Two dlvisions, sneakers and
Heavyweight Section with boots and waders.
Wader-Sack Three-Legged Race. A pairs competition.
Each member
of a pair puts one leg into a set of chest waders, then are timed
as they "run" up and down those delightful steps at Matoaka Cottages.
(Alternate venue: E-Gate Steps at Scientists Cliffs.)
Docent Marathon. Contestants will be released on a fossil beach
along with thirty-five sixth graders.
Winner is last person
retaining his or her voice and mental equilibrium.
Lee Creek Backpack Power-Lift.
Contestants attempt to clean and
jerk increasingly heavy backpacks loaded with whale vertebrae and
other hefty specimens.
Special heavyweight section for paleontologists lifting plaster-jacketed sKulls.
Chessie 500 Auto Rally.
Car race from CMM to Liverpool Point and
back.
Anyone who can find his or her way in and back wins.
In
case no one can, winner will be first person found .by search parties (assuming they can find their way in and back).
Popes
Creek Rope Rappel.
Contestants will descend an SO-degree
slope to the beach and reascend with 30 pounds of fossils in their
backpacks.
Those bitten by black widows or copperheads will recelve bonus points.
The Chancellors POJ.nt "Marine" Obstacle Course.
Contestants race
down the length of the beach and back, over the logs, broken pieces
of ledge, and Copperhead Hazards, with a pecten in one hand and a
selenite crystal in the other.
Contestants may go by land or by
sea (i.e through the Jellyfish Hazards).

~J
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COMING EVENTS
(CMM field trips and programs

are starred)

(NOTE:
All the CMM fossil club field trips are limited.
You must
call in on the date and time indicated--NOT BEFORE.
You may only
call in for yourself and immediate family members; "family membership" extends only to the spouse and children of a paying member.
All other friends and family must themselves be paying members and call in separately.
Only current members Df both fossil
club and the Calvert Marine Museum can go on trips.
Call the museum (326-2042) if you aren"t sure when your memberships expire.)
*Karch

2 and 3. Annual exhibit at Philadelphia Academy.
Come one day or both and help the club exhibit during the
Delaware Valley Club"s annual Fossil Fair at the Academy
of Natural Sciences.
Volunteers needed for fossil table
to explain Maryland fossils to interested Philadelphians.
See some of the oldest fossil and dinosaur exhibits in the
U.S.! Support CMM and DVPS fossil clubs! Volunteers call
Mike Gottfried or Craig DeTample at CMK, 326-2042.

March 2.

Smithsonian Museum of Natural History, Naturalist Center.
10:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Identi-day. Bring specimens for experts
to identify; ask questions about collecting and displaying.

*March

9. CMM. 7:30 p.m. The Fossil Record of Sea Cows. Dr. Daryl
Damning of Howard University.
Second in a series
of
free lectures arranged by the SEARCH consortium (CMM,
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, Chesapeake Bio.
Lab, and Jefferson Patterson Park); first in series was
Feb. 8, "The First Whales."

*March

16 and 17. Annual Montgomery Cty. Gem and Mineral Show.
Volunteers are needed to help with CMM fossil display table
on Saturday and/or Sunday.
Please call Mike Ellwood well
ahead of the dates above at 301-434-1032.

*March

28. CMH Trip to Smithsonian.
An additional trip to compensate for bad weather on the January trip. Limit 15. Park
around mall by 9:30 a.m. (stay with car to prevent towing!); meet 10 a.m. INSIDE by the giant elephant in Natural
History building.
Tell the guard you"re there to see Dave
Bohaska/the paleo exhibit.
Bring fossils for identification.
Call Dave Bohaska, 202-357-2052 well beforehand if
there are specific things (specimens from the Cliffs, etc.)
you'd like to see. Call-in Sunday, March 17, 9 a.m.-noon
to Steve Brady, 301-257-9113.

*April

13. ANNUAL MEETING, FIELD TRIP (Choptank fm.) AND PARTY,
courtesy of Larry and Connie Smith, Matoaka Cottages, St.
Leonard, MD. (301-)586-0269. Arrive any time during the day
to collect fossils (low tide is around 9 a.m.).
Grills
available for lunch.
We will retire indoors for business
meeting around 7 p.m., wine and cheese party (bring food
7

and drink to share), show and tell (bring fossils, photos,
slides).
Directions:
Take rte. 4 south.
About 8 mi.
south of Prince Frederick, go left (east) at Calvert Beach
Rd. sign.
Go through St. Leonard.
Look for sign on left
for "Matoaka Cottages" (about 1 mi. from Rte. 4). Turn
left at sign on dirt/gravel road; park to right of circle.
*April

20. Field trip to Stratford Hall.
Limit 20.
Middle Miocene-Calvert
and Choptank fms.; late MioceneEastover fm.
Small fee (about $4) for entrance, which
includes tour (if desired) and two fossil displays on
grounds.
Leader Steve Brady.
Meet at 10 a.m., at rest
stop on Rte. 301, on right side of road just after crossing Potomac Bridge to Virginia. Call-in Sunday, April 7,
9 a.m.-noon
to Steve Brady, 301-257-9113.

*April

27. CMM. 7:30 p.m. Third SEARCH lecture:
Evolutionary
Diversity of the Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises.
Dr. Lawrence Barnes (LA County Museum).

*May

11. CMM. 7:30 p.m.
Fourth SEARCH lecture: Evolution of Seals,
Sea Lions, and Walruses.
Thomas Demere (San Diego Natural
History Museum).

*May

11. Lee Creek trip. Limit 60. Call-in on April 28 after 9
a.m.to Steve Brady, 301-257-9113.
NEW POLICY ON LEE CREEK TRIPS: LIFE MEMBERS OF THE CLUB
(all seven of them), THOSE WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED MATERIAL TO
THE NEWSLETTER SINCE 1-90, AND THOSE WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED
IN CMM FOSSIL CLUB FIELD TRIPS SINCE 1-90 OTHER THAN
THOSE TO LEE CREEK WILL BE GIVEN FIRST PRIORITY IF THEY
CALL IN ON THE CALL-IN DATE.

